Your Hull
in

Kit Form

BAGLIETTO has more than 20 years of experience in supplying steel and aluminum kit
form for Shipyards, Ship repairs and Yacht Building shipped worldwide.
The "Your Hull in Kit Form" service allows shipyards to experience a wide range of
advantages:
? saving sheltered areas for stocking plates and profiles
? saving handling costs from stockpiling to the production line
? saving sheltered areas for Shot Blasting & Priming, Plasma Cutting, Forming and
Bending plants with their maintenance and waste disposal costs
? zero risk of cutting and manufacturing mistakes, being the whole risk at Baglietto' s
charge
? zero risk of primer decay as material is blasted & primed just before the cutting
process, then stored in a sheltered area
? the highest level of expertise human resources in cutting, forming, bending and
welding
? high quality service in sub-assemblies level A&B welded by our more than 50
specialized welders
? high experience in sorting out the kit form according to the yard production
? high experience in delivering the material by the Just in Time agreed with the yard
production
? Just in Time service provides a positive and flexible impact on the cash flow for the
payments
? saving logistic costs by our service One Stop Shop and finally shipping only the net
weight of the kit form
? optimization of yard production cycle as the kits are delivered according to the
Production Plan of the yard
? optimization of workers management, decreasing fixed costs
? traceability of certificates related to every single kit
? increase of Yard production flexibility, being able to face production peaks at no
extra charge
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